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Abstract: Although several lines of evidence from different studies highlight sex differences in
cardiovascular diseases, to date, most studies have been focused on males, with the idea that males
and females are similar, differing only in the magnitude of the response. However, the principles
learned in male models cannot and should not be extrapolated to women and, therefore, it is important
to study in greater detail not only the differences between the sexes but also the physiological
intertwining of the underlying genetic and hormonal mechanisms of sexual dimorphism. This
review explores the sex disparities in the autonomic nervous system regulation of blood pressure
(particularly baroreceptor function), with special emphasis on sex hormones and sex chromosome
complement factors involved in sexually dimorphic autonomic blood pressure regulation. A more
detailed understanding of the sources of physiological disparities between the sexes may also help in
understanding the differences between the sexes in rates of cardiovascular disease and may also aid
in designing future improvements for sex-tailored therapeutic treatments.

Keywords: sexual dimorphism; sex chromosome complement; sex hormones; autonomic blood
pressure regulation

1. Introduction

Although it is not surprising to state that men and women are different, for a long
time, most clinical and experimental studies involved male subjects, assuming that males
and females are similar, differing only in the magnitude of the response. This introduced
bias into clinical concepts, drug development, and translational findings.

Cardiovascular diseases are the primary cause of death worldwide [1]. Men develop
cardiovascular diseases earlier than women until midlife, but after menopause, this sex
equation is reversed, with women’s deaths due to cardiovascular disease surprisingly
increasing [2,3]. Furthermore, cardiovascular diseases manifest clear sex disparities in
terms of susceptibility, symptoms, and therapy outcomes [4]. Although, for a long time,
sex differences were largely neglected by the scientific community (females being under-
represented in experimental studies and clinical trials), considerable efforts have been made
in recent years to remind clinicians and researchers that sex matters [2,5,6].

This review will discuss sex differences in autonomic blood pressure regulation over
the lifetime, in particular analyzing the effects of sex chromosome complement (SCC) and
sex hormones.

2. Sexual Dimorphism in Autonomic and Baroreflex Blood Pressure Regulation

The autonomic nervous system modulates short-term blood pressure regulation
through the sympathetic and parasympathetic arms. Baroreflexes are not static but, on the
contrary, vary according to the behavioral state and are thus highly effective in regulating
sympathovagal activity and arterial blood pressure during different physiological states [7].
The factors influencing baroreflex function, including sex, may have an important role in
cardiovascular diseases.
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Gender-related changes in sympathetic and parasympathetic autonomic blood pres-
sure regulation that occur throughout life have been extensively described. A meta-analysis
study in children and adolescents under the age of 18 demonstrated significant sex differ-
ences in vagal activity, with girls displaying lower resting cardiac parasympathetic tone and
greater mean heart rate than boys [8]. In contrast, higher vagal activity and decreased car-
diac sympathetic tones were described in adult young women compared with age-matched
men [9–11], pointing to age- and sex-dependent changes in vagal/sympathetic autonomic
cardiovascular control during life. Moreover, around the age of 50, a crucial turning point
for sexual dimorphism in baroreflex sensitivity are also observed, with women exhibiting a
decrease in the parasympathetic regulation of heart rate, thus showing an earlier decline in
baroreflex sensitivity with age than men [12,13]. Thus, while young women show a main
parasympathetic control in blood pressure regulation, sympathetic tone dominates in post-
menopausal women [14,15], which may contribute to increased cardiovascular morbidity
with aging in women. However, after the age of 60, no differences have been found in
sympathovagal influence on heart rate parameters between men and women [13].

Experimental and clinical studies have provided ambiguous results concerning sexual
dimorphism in baroreflex sensitivity. Studies have demonstrated a greater as well as lower
baroreflex sensitivity in females than in males and some have even found no differences
among sexes [14,16–21]. The differences among the studies, including different ages,
races, hormonal status, and hormonal therapies in the analysis of sexual dimorphism in
autonomic blood pressure regulation, may explain these widely divergent observations.
This highlights the importance of studying and dissecting in more detail the factors involved
in sexual dimorphism in autonomic blood pressure regulation.

3. But Why Do Males and Females Show Differences in Autonomic Blood
Pressure Regulation?

For years, there has been considerable evidence demonstrating the influence of sex
hormones on sexual dimorphism on autonomic blood pressure regulation. However, SCCs
may also be involved in inducing differences among sexes [22]. Males and females carry
different SCCs (XY and XX, respectively) and are therefore influenced throughout life by
X and Y chromosome genes. Some genes in the sex chromosomes act in a specific way
to differentiate gonadal sex and establish the hormonal profile for life. Such is the case
of the Sry gene (testis-determining gene within the Y chromosome), which is expressed
during early embryogenesis in gonadal primordia to cause testis differentiation in XY
individuals. However, in XX embryos, certain autosomal chromosomes and other X-linked
genes (which are silenced by the Sry gene during male differentiation) induce bipotential
gonads to differentiate into ovaries [23,24]. Thus, sex chromosomes play a dominant role in
establishing sex-specific gonadal secretions, which in turn exert differential effects and in-
fluence sexual dimorphism. Sex hormones can exert organizational and activational effects.
Organizational effects induce lasting or permanent changes and are due to exposure to sex
steroids during critical periods of development, while activational effects are temporary or
reversible and are manifested at different times of life during neonatal and peripubertal
development, as well as in adulthood, causing sex differences in the phenotype [25–27].
Furthermore, gonadal sex hormones have been shown to modulate epigenetic modifica-
tions (through DNA methylation and histone modifications) of autosomal gene expression,
thus inducing sex-related differences in gene expression [28,29]. During early embryonic
development in women, one of the X chromosomes in the XX-SCC is inactivated (Xi) via
an epigenetic mechanism, which leads to a dose compensation of X chromosome genes
between men and women [30]. However, some genes escape X-chromosome inactivation
and are expressed on both the “active (Xa)” and “inactive (Xi)” X chromosomes, and this
may generate differences in addition to those due to the differential effects of the genes
that reside on the X and Y sex chromosomes [31–33]. Furthermore, several lines of evi-
dence have also demonstrated that some genes exhibit a tissue-specific X-chromosome
inactivation escape pattern. This difference in tissue dependence, as well as the differences
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among species [31,34–37], may thus induce additional specific differences in phenotypes
among males and females. Thus, genetic and/or hormonal pathways (organizational
and activational) could act independently or interact synergistically or antagonistically to
modulate sexual dimorphic development [38,39].

4. Female Autonomic Blood Pressure Regulation during Lifetime

Studies have demonstrated an activational hormonal sex effect on cardiovascular regu-
latory mechanisms by altering sympathetic–parasympathetic activity and thus influencing
baroreflex sensitivity and blood pressure regulation [15,40]. As previously mentioned, a
shift from lower vagal activity in girls under 18 years old [8] to higher vagal activity in
healthy young women [9–11] may be linked to changes in hormonal sex hormones associ-
ated with pubertal development. Furthermore, during menopause, the switch from high (in
premenopausal women) to low (in menopausal women) parasympathetic activity [12,14,15]
may also be associated with changes in activational hormonal effects.

Fluctuations in sex hormones throughout the menstrual cycle can contribute to the
study of the influence of physiological levels of sex hormones on autonomic blood pressure
regulation. Clinical studies evaluating cardiac autonomic parameters during the menstrual
cycle (in the follicular and luteal phases) have yielded contradictory results. Studies
in healthy young women aged 20–38 demonstrated increased sympathetic activity in
the luteal phase with a higher low-to-high-frequency power ratio (LF/HF) than in the
follicular phase, suggesting an ovarian hormonal activational effect on the cardiovascular
sympathetic–parasympathetic ratio during the menstrual cycle [41]. However, although
the LF/HF ratio is higher during the luteal phase, it is not independent of lifestyle factors
such as diet, physical activity, and sleep, which are otherwise altered during the menstrual
cycle [42]. In contrast, studies in naturally menstruating young healthy women have shown
an increased parasympathetic drive during the early luteal phase [43,44].

In agreement with the clinical evidence, experimental studies have demonstrated
changes in baroreflex sensitivity during the rat estrous cycle [45]. Estrogen increases the
synthesis of acetylcholine and the density and affinity of muscarinic receptors, enhancing
cholinergic muscarinic activity, which induces a facilitator effect on cardiac vagal outflow
in females [46–48]. Supporting these findings, De Melo et al. (2016) [49] demonstrated
that ovariectomy resulted in a decrease in bradycardic baroreflex response, an increase in
sympathetic outflow, and reduced parasympathetic activity in heart rate regulation.

Furthermore, experimental studies evaluated the effects of early and physiological
menopause on autonomic cardiac physiology in elderly female Wistar rats. For this,
10-week-old female Wistar rats were assigned to two groups (gonadectomized and sham-
operated), and after 12 and 72 weeks, autonomic cardiovascular regulation was evaluated.
It should be noted that young female rats, regardless of whether they belonged to the sham-
operated or ovariectomized groups, showed a predominant role of the vagal component in
heart rate regulation, while both elderly groups (sham and ovariectomized operated) had a
predominance of the sympathetic autonomic component, which highlights the influence of
aging on autonomic cardiovascular regulation irrespective of hormonal status [50].

4.1. Activational Effect of Estrogen on Autonomic Blood Pressure Regulation

In line with these previous results, studies have also shown that the intravenous and
intracerebral administration of estrogen increases vagal tone and suppresses sympathetic
efferent activity in ovariectomized female and male rats [51,52], with an enhancement in ar-
terial baroreceptor reflex in both sexes [17,51–54]. They demonstrate that estradiol induces
an activational hormonal effect, increasing cardiovagal parasympathetic activity while
diminishing sympathetic drive. As for the influence of activational estradiol on brainstem
autonomic circuits, it is important to note that estrogen receptors are expressed throughout
the brain stem’s autonomic regulatory centers [55–58]. Central estrogen administration
increases both vagal nerve activity and baroreflex sensitivity. Phenylephrine (PE)-evoked
changes in heart rate are significantly enhanced following the injection of estrogen into the
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nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS), with an enhanced baroreflex response [59]. Furthermore,
estrogen injection into the parabrachial nucleus induces changes in autonomic and cardio-
vascular parameters, reducing the sympathetic tone while increasing the parasympathetic
tone [60]. A detailed description of autonomic blood pressure and the influence of sex
hormones in brain stem circuits is provided in the study of Littlejohn et al. [61].

Studies by Pamidimukkala et al. in ovariectomized wild-type female mice have
demonstrated that estrogen exerts a facilitating activational effect on the bradycardic re-
sponse for both angiotensin II (Ang II) and PE infusions when compared to ovariectomized
female mice without estrogen replacement [17]. Furthermore, they also showed [62] that
the estradiol-facilitated baroreflex response may be mediated by the estrogen receptor alpha
subtype (Erα) since no activational estradiol hormonal effect on bradycardic baroreflex
response was observed in ovariectomized ERαKO mice. Furthermore, as 17-estradiol
production is dependent on enzymatic cytochrome P450 aromatase, knockout mice for this
enzyme show high circulating levels of testosterone but are deficient in estrogen, which
could explain the impaired baroreflex sensitivity in this mouse strain and thus highlight
the importance of enzymatic aromatase in autonomic blood pressure regulation [63].

Clinical studies have also indicated an activational estradiol effect on baroreflex heart
rate regulation; however, differences among females with low and high orthostatic in-
tolerance have been described. Patients with orthostatic intolerance have a baroreflex
function impairment, with a lower cardiac vagal baroreflex response [64]. Young women
with regular menstrual cycles, assigned to low orthostatic and normal/high orthostatic
tolerance groups (depending on baseline orthostatic response), demonstrated differences
in sex hormone influence on baroreflex response. In the female low orthostatic tolerance
group, estradiol replacement levels as those observed during natural menstrual cycling
attenuated peripheral vasoconstriction while improving baroreflex heart rate regulation.
However, in the normal/high orthostatic tolerance group, no changes in the baroreflex
control of heart rate due to estradiol replacement treatment were observed [65]

4.2. Activational Effect of Progesterone on Autonomic Blood Pressure Regulation

Studies in young women with normal ovulatory menstrual cycles have demonstrated
an increase in sympathetic baroreflex sensitivity activity during the mid-luteal phase [66,67],
while no differences in parasympathetic activity were observed during the menstrual
cycle [68]. However, in other studies, no differences in cardiovagal baroreflex sensitivity
were observed among women in the early follicular and mid-luteal phase [69].

Taking into consideration that, during the secretory phase, both estrogen and proges-
terone levels are high and that they may have counteractive effects on baroreflex function
(thus canceling each other’s effects), studies by Brunt et al. sought to analyze the iso-
lated effects of both hormones on baroreflex function due to stimulated neck pressure
hypotension in young women aged 21.5 ± 0.4 years old [70]. Hormone suppression treat-
ment followed by a 3- to 4-day oral progesterone treatment (200 mg/day) resulted in
an attenuated fall in femoral vascular conductance, while the opposite was observed in
the E2-treated women, thus indicating that progesterone (in isolation of estrogen effects)
attenuates carotid–vasomotor baroreflex sensitivity.

4.3. Pregnancy, Progesterone Metabolites, and Baroreflex Function

Normal pregnancy is characterized by a hemodynamic-specific profile. While blood
volume and cardiac output increase by 30–40%, arterial blood pressure falls due to a
greater decrease in total peripheral resistance. During pregnancy, the impairment of arterial
baroreceptor reflex has been described in different species [71]. While pregnant animals
maintain their ability of sympathoinhibition response to a hypertensive stimulus, they show
an attenuated reflex response in sympathoexcitation outflow in response to hypotensive
states [71–73]. This depressed baroreflex physiological adaptation has important adverse
consequences during pregnancy, including orthostatic hypotension and increased hypoten-
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sion susceptibility due to hemorrhage, which may lead to undesirable complications during
pregnancy and delivery [71,73,74].

This attenuation in baroreflex response to hypotensive stimuli during pregnancy may
be induced by the mediated effect of 3-hydroxydihydroprogesterone (3-OH-DHP)-GABAA
in the rostral ventrolateral medulla (RVLM) [71,75]. During pregnancy, progesterone in-
crease is accompanied by the augmentation of 3-OH-DHP levels, which is not only the
major metabolite of progesterone but also a potent endogenous positive GABAA receptor
modulator, thus potentiating GABA-mediated attenuation on baroreflex sympathoexcita-
tory responses [72,73,76,77]. Studies have demonstrated that GABAA receptor sensitivity
to 3-OH-DHP is in part dependent on the subunit GABAA receptors’ composition, which
may also change during pregnancy under the influence of ovarian hormones. Furthermore,
3α-OH-DHP levels may also be locally modulated by the 5-reductase and 3-OH steroid
oxidoreductase enzymes, responsible for the synthesis from progesterone, which are aug-
mented at the final stages of gestation and thus may be responsible for modulating GABAA
receptor activation [71,74].

4.4. Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome and Autonomic Cardiovascular Dysfunction

Polycystic ovary syndrome is an endocrine disorder characterized by polycystic
ovary, hyperandrogenism, and menstrual irregularities with an increase in adverse car-
diometabolic risk factors [78,79]. Although polycystic ovarian syndrome has been associ-
ated with autonomic cardiac dysfunction, differences due to age cohorts and especially
cardiovascular risk factors have been shown to influence autonomic dysfunction. Studies
in young females (mean age 22.8 ± 3.9) with polycystic ovarian syndrome (but without
cardiovascular risk factors), showed no differences in heart rate variability (HRV) when
compared to healthy females [80]. Nonetheless, when HRV was evaluated in aged woman
(46 years old) with polycystic ovarian syndrome, a reduction in parasympathetic activity
(for which HRV was analyzed) was observed. However, the multivariate regression analy-
sis revealed that this reduction in HRV was associated with metabolic abnormalities (high
blood pressure, dyslipidemia, and insulin resistance) rather than with polycystic ovarian
syndrome per se, thus highlighting the influence of these cardiovascular risk factors in
autonomic cardiovascular dysfunction [81].

5. Male Autonomic Blood Pressure Regulation during Lifetime

Taking into account that previous clinical studies [82] had demonstrated an age-
dependent decrease in cardiovagal baroreflex sensitivity, Balcock et al. evaluated whether
this decline in the cardiovascular function in men may be related to decreased testosterone
levels and thus analyzed cardiovagal baroreflex sensitivity in different groups: young
men with normal testosterone levels (age = 31 ± 4 yr, testosterone = 535 ± 60 ng/dL);
middle-aged/older men with normal testosterone levels (age 56 ± 3 yr; testosterone =
493 ± 85 ng/dL); and middle-aged/older men with low testosterone (age = 57 ± 6 yr;
testosterone = 262 ± 31 ng/dL). As previously reported, the results not only demonstrated
that middle-aged/older men had lower cardiovagal baroreflex sensitivity than young men,
but also that baroreflex sensitivity was facilitated in middle-aged/older men with normal
testosterone levels compared with the low testosterone group [83].

Hypogonadism in men is a condition characterized by low serum testosterone levels
in association with clinical symptoms of hormonal deficiency; however, its association with
hypertension and an increased risk of cardiovascular diseases is still controversial [84]. The
increase in life expectancy and the fact that hypogonadism is a syndrome that has a high
prevalence in the middle-aged and older male population, as well as the evidence from lon-
gitudinal and cross-sectional studies pointing to a gradual decrease in serum testosterone
levels after the third decade of life (approximately 1% per year of life), highlight the need
to study the risks and benefits of testosterone treatment in patients with hypogonadism in
detail [85]. Following this line of study, Di Lodovico et al. [86] analyzed the relationship
between chronic heart failure and hypogonadism in which they demonstrated a correlation
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between low levels of testosterone with the severity of chronic heart failure, which suggests
that symptomatic patients with hypogonadism could benefit from testosterone hormone
replacement treatments in the short and long term.

Activational Effect of Testosterone on Autonomic Blood Pressure Regulation

As previously mentioned, a facilitatory cardiovagal baroreflex sensitivity in men has
been demonstrated [83]; however, in experimental animal models, contradictory evidence
on the activational hormonal effects of testosterone on autonomic blood pressure regulation
has been described. Studies have demonstrated that chronic treatment with a synthetic
androgen (nandrolone decanoate) in male Wistar rats reduces cardiac vagal activity, and
this effect is reversed with the administration of angiotensin II AT1 receptor blockade and
aldosterone receptor blockade [87]. On the other hand, orchidectomy [88,89] or andro-
gen receptor blockade [89] attenuated baroreflex-mediated bradycardia in conscious rats.
Although PE induced similar rises in mean arterial pressure in sham-operated and orchidec-
tomized male rats, an attenuated bradycardic baroreflex response was observed in the latter
group. Furthermore, androgen receptor blockade attenuated the bradycardic baroreflex
response. In coincidence with these results, studies analyzing the effect of testosterone
replacement on the bradycardic baroreflex response in orchidectomized young conscious
male rats demonstrated a testosterone-facilitating effect [90] with an enhancement in the
cardiac vagal autonomic response [88].

6. Effect of Hormonal Therapies on Autonomic Blood Pressure Regulation
6.1. Contraceptive Treatment Effects and Autonomic Blood Pressure Regulation

In view of the evidence of an activational hormonal effect on the influence of the
sympathetic–parasympathetic system on baroreflex sensitivity, clinical studies sought to
evaluate in young healthy women the influence of contraceptive treatment on autonomic
blood pressure regulation. After 2 weeks of receiving combined ethinyl estrogen–progestin
oral contraceptives, women showed a lower cardiovagal and sympathetic baroreflex sensi-
tivity than the placebo [91]. However, studies in women who had been under contraceptive
treatment for at least 6 months (placebo for 7 days and 21 days under ethinyl estrogen
and low-dose progestin treatment) [92] showed no differences in the LF/HF ratio during
the placebo and high-hormone phases, thus canceling out the cardiac vagal differences
observed during the menstrual cycle. Furthermore, studies by Schueller et al. analyzed
the impact of synthetic progestagen contraceptive treatments on HRV and baroreceptor
sensitivity in young healthy females in which no differences in autonomic cardiovascular
responses were observed among women under progestogen contraceptive treatments and
control groups [93].

6.2. Fertility Treatments and Autonomic Blood Pressure Regulation

During fertility treatments in women, ovulation induction causes estrogen levels
to oscillate between low values followed by extremely high levels in a short period of
time (about two weeks). Bearing this in mind, and given the previous evidence of a
modulating effect of estrogen on autonomic blood pressure regulation, Weissman et al. [94]
sought to analyze how these acute variations in estrogen in young women were capable
of modulating the cardiovascular autonomic response. HRV parameters in this group
of patients showed that the increase in estrogen levels induced greater vagal activation,
with no significant effects on sympathetic activity, thus clearly demonstrating activational
estradiol parasympathetic autonomic response.

6.3. Hormone Replacement Treatment in Menopause on Autonomic Blood Pressure Regulation

The decrease in hormone levels that occurs during menopause in women affects
many tissues and their functions, including the cardiovascular system. This has led to the
implementation of different hormonal replacement therapies for which controversial results
have been described. Yildirir et al. studied the impact on the cardiac autonomic function of
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6 months of hormone replacement therapy in postmenopausal women and found that both
estrogen replacement and estrogen-plus-progesterone replacement protocols resulted in
an improvement in cardiac autonomic function (with a significant decrease in the average
LF/HF ratio and an increase in HF power) [95]. Moreover, in healthy perimenopausal and
early postmenopausal women aged 45–60 years old, transdermal estradiol plus intermittent
micronized progesterone treatment also resulted in higher baroreflex sensitivity after 6 and
12 months of treatment, highlighting the beneficial cardiovascular effects of initiating this
treatment around the time of menopause onset [96].

Furthermore, in another study cohort, differences in LF/HF ratios were observed
among males and premenopausal females, with the latter showing lower LF/HF levels,
suggesting a preponderance of vagal over sympathetic response. Furthermore, men and
postmenopausal women without hormonal treatment, as well as postmenopausal women
with estradiol-plus-progesterone hormonal treatment, showed similar results, but estrogen
hormonal treatment reduced LF/HF levels to those reported for young women, indicating
an activational hormonal effect of estrogen on autonomic cardiovascular regulation [97].
Moreover, studies analyzing 8 weeks of transdermal estrogen replacement treatment in
postmenopausal women demonstrated a decrease in sympathetic nerve discharge com-
pared to control postmenopausal women, but no changes in baroreflex sensitivity were
described for either transdermal or oral estradiol replacement protocols [98]. These studies
thus indicate that, although estradiol hormonal treatment results in an improvement in
cardiac autonomic function in postmenopausal women, differences among transdermal
and oral estradiol treatments should be taken into consideration.

7. Organizational Sex Hormonal and SCC Effects on Sexually Dimorphic Blood
Pressure Regulation

Epigenetic hormonal imprinting during critical periods of development induces per-
sistent and heritable changes in gene expression and function (without inducing changes in
DNA base sequence), influencing the hormone–receptor interplay and thus inducing sexual
dimorphic profiles during lifetime [99,100]. Thus, hormonal imprinting during critical
periods may have lifetime consequences inducing changes in development to adjust to the
environmental conditions in the long term [101].

As cardiovascular regulation is influenced by the interactions of genetic, hormonal
(organizational and activational) and environmental factors, and given the fact that in
both pre-eclampsia and pregnant women with polycystic ovary syndrome, testosterone
levels are increased during gestation [102–104], different experimental and clinical studies
have sought to analyze the influence of high prenatal testosterone exposure on blood
pressure regulation in adult offspring. Studies in animal models have demonstrated that
prenatal exposure to higher levels of testosterone during development may induce an
increase in the incidence of hypertensive profiles in the offspring later in life [105,106].
Studies also demonstrated that a higher level of testosterone exposure during pregnancy
induced an increase in testosterone and blood pressure levels in adult male and female
offspring; however, male offspring showed higher levels of blood pressure when compared
to females. Furthermore, they also demonstrated that gonadectomy in offspring abolished
the increase in blood pressure; however, testosterone replacement in males restored the
hypertensive state, while estradiol in females had no effect on blood pressure. Thus, these
results demonstrate that prenatal exposure to testosterone induces a hormonal-dependent
increase in blood pressure later in life, thus demonstrating an interaction of organizational
and activational hormonal effects on blood pressure regulation [107].

In coincidence with the latter in a cohort study, Le-ha et al. found an association
between prenatal testosterone at birth (from the umbilical blood cord) and blood pressure
levels after 20–27 years old. Higher prenatal testosterone levels were found to be associated
with higher blood pressure levels in both men and women, thus demonstrating a testos-
terone programming effect during critical periods of development on both diastolic and
systolic blood pressure during adulthood [108].
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Differences in the SCC may lead to a genetic imbalance in males and females, acting
independently or interacting (synergistically/antagonistically) with organizational and
activational hormonal effects in modulating sexually dimorphic blood pressure pheno-
types [38,39]. Previous studies in patients and spontaneously hypertensive rats demon-
strated an association between the Y chromosome and high blood pressure [54,109,110].
In a male cohort of more than 400 patients, Ellis et al. [110] demonstrated a significant
association between higher diastolic blood pressure and Y-chromosome polymorphism in
the non-recombining region. Furthermore, studies in the consomic strains of spontaneously
hypertensive (SHR) and normotensive Wistar Kyoto (WKY) rats demonstrated a higher
increase in blood pressure in male (but not female) offspring from SHR fathers and WKY
mothers, which links the Y-chromosome effect with higher blood pressure levels in SHR
male rats [109]. Later, Wiley et al. showed an important reduction in blood pressure reduc-
tion in consomic adult SHR/y male rats that were neonatally sympathectomized during the
first three weeks of age [111]. Moreover, studies have demonstrated that the Syr gene in the
Y chromosome not only initiates gonad determination during early development in males
but can also modulate norepinephrine synthesis in males. Studies have demonstrated that
the SRY factor in the midbrain in males induces catecholamine synthesis [112], while in
PC12 cells, it was shown to regulate TH transcription [112,113].

Sex chromosomes can cause sex differences in non-gonadal tissues independent of
the effects of gonadal hormones [114]. Recent studies have demonstrated that SCC may
induce cardiac sex-biased protein expression before gonadal development and hormonal
influence. Thus, cardiac sex disparities may be driven by both hormonal and SCC effects
which may induce sex-related differences in cardiovascular diseases later in life. In recent
years, the four-core genotype mouse model has provided insights into sex chromosomes
and sex hormone effects as well as their interaction [115]. In this mouse model, the Y
chromosome and the Sry gene segregate independently. This transgenic line arose from
the Sry gene deletion of the Y chromosome and subsequent insertion of the Sry transgene
(testes-determining gene) into an autosome. Regardless of their SCC, all individuals with
the Sry transgene will develop testes and male secondary external sexual characteristics,
while those lacking the transgene will develop ovaries with a secondary external female
phenotype. The XY-Sry male mice (without the Sry gene in the Y chromosome but with
the Sry transgene in an autosomal chromosome) are fully fertile. Thus, crossing the former
with XX females then results in four genotypes: XX and XY-females (without the Sry gene
on the Y chromosome), and XX-Sry and XY-Sry male mice (both with Sry on an autosome).
The following designations are applied for each genotype: XY-Sry male mice as XY-male;
XX-Sry as XX-male, XX as XX-female, and XY- as XX-female mice. By comparing these
genotypes, it is thus possible to dissociate the role of (a) SCC (by comparing individuals
with the same gonadal type but with different SCC), (b) gonadal sex (studying males vs.
females regardless of SCC), as well as (c) the interaction of SCC and hormonal influence
(activational and/or organizational) (Figure 1).

SCC and Organizational Sex Hormonal Effects on Sexually Dimorphic Bradycardic Baroreflex
Response

Ang II exerts differential effects on the bradycardic baroreflex response in males and
females [116]. Clinical studies demonstrate a sexually dimorphic profile in the baroreflex
bradycardic angiotensinergic response, which is attenuated in men compared to that
observed in women [117]. Studies by Pamidimukkala et al. [17] have also demonstrated a
sex-dependent bradycardic profile in mice. In males, although the infusion of PE and Ang II
resulted in blood pressure increases of equal magnitude, the Ang II-baroreflex bradycardic
response was significantly less than that induced by PE. However, in females, both PE and
Ang II induced a similar baroreflex decrease in heart rate [16,17]. Studies analyzing the
role of the SCC on the sexually dimorphic response using the four-core transgenic mouse
model have shown that a bolus infusion of Ang II induces a differential baroreflex response
depending on the SCC. Regardless of being male or female, gonadectomized mice with XY-
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SCC (XY-female and XY-male mice), showed an attenuated baroreflex response compared
with those with XX-SCC (XX-male and XX-female mice). Thus, these data demonstrate that,
in the absence of hormonal activation effects, there is a facilitatory role of the XX-SCC in
the regulation of the Ang II bradycardic baroreflex response. Furthermore, experimental
studies also revealed an interaction of organizational hormonal and SCC factors on the
dimorphic bradycardic response due to PE infusion. Gonadectomized XY-female mice
showed an attenuated PE-bradycardic baroreflex response compared to XX-female, XY-
male, and XX-male mice, thus demonstrating an interaction of genetic factors within the
SCC and organizational hormonal effects during critical periods of development [22].
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Figure 1. Four-core genotype mouse model. By breeding XY-Sry fertile males to XX females, four types
of offspring (genotypes) are produced: XX and XY-female mice (without Sry on the Y chromosome)
and XX-Sry and XY-Sry male mice (both with Sry transgene in an autosome). Regardless of their
SCC, all individuals possessing the Sry transgene develop testes and have a male external phenotype,
while mice lacking the transgene have ovaries and external female secondary sex characteristics.
The following designations are applied for each genotype: XY-Sry male mice as XY-male; XX-Sry as
XX-male, XX female as XX-female, and XY- female as XX-female.

Among the brain areas underlying the angiotensinergic baroreflex bradycardic sexual
dimorphism, the evidence highlights an important role of the area postrema (AP). This
nucleus sends projections to different brain areas of the medulla oblongata involved in
cardiovascular regulation, including the dorsal vagal complex, the NTS, and the RVLM,
modulating the parasympathetic and sympathetic drive and thus regulating the baroreflex
short-term blood pressure mechanisms [118,119]. AP injury not only blocks the hyper-
tensive response to chronic Ang II infusion but also prevents the decreased baroreflex
sensitivity observed after the acute administration of this peptide in males [120–122].
Regarding short-term blood pressure regulation, Ang II has been shown to induce an
AT1-receptor-mediated attenuation of baroreflex bradycardic response, while the activation
of AT2 and Mas receptors may facilitate the baroreflex heart rate response [123–125]. The
AT2 receptor gene (Agtr2), which is part of the dilator arm of the renin–angiotensin system
(RAS) and that facilitates the baroreflex bradycardic response, is located on the X chromo-
some [126]. Taking this into account, as well as the evidence indicating that there are genes
capable of escaping X chromosome inactivation [31–33], Ang receptor expressions in brain
nuclei were analyzed in the four-core genotype model, in which the facilitating effect of
Ang II SCC-XX on the baroreflex bradycardic response had already been described [22]. In
the absence of an activational hormonal influence, a sex chromosome effect on angiotensin
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receptor gene expression at the AP was identified. Regardless of gonadal sex, mice with
XX-SCC (XX-female and XX-male mice), compared with those with XY-SCC (XY-female
and XY-male mice), showed an increase in Mas1 receptor expression in association with a
diminished Agtr1a expression and Agtr1a/Agtr2 ratio [127]. These results are in line with
previous studies in which an XX-SCC facilitator was shown to affect the angiotensinergic
bradycardic baroreflex response [22]. In addition to the modulating effect of the angiotensin-
ergic system on short-term blood pressure regulation, many studies have highlighted the
important role of the RAS on long-term regulation [128]. As regards the modulatory effect
of SCC on blood pressure, Ji et al. [129] studied the four-core genotype mouse model and
demonstrated that, after 2 weeks of Ang II infusion, the mean arterial pressure was greater
in gonadectomized -XX than in -XY mice regardless of whether the mice were born with
testes or with ovaries. All these findings demonstrate that, in the absence of activational
hormonal effects, SCC differentially modulates sexually dimorphic Ang II-hypertensive
and bradycardic baroreflex responses, while its interaction with organizational hormonal
effects is implicated in the phenylephrine-induced bradycardic baroreflex response [22,129].

8. Transsexual Sympathovagal Imbalances during Hormonal Treatments—Interaction
of SCC, Organizational and Activational Hormonal Effects

Taking into account previous studies that addressed the influence of gender and sexual
hormones on autonomic blood pressure regulation, Resmini et al. [11] aimed to evaluate
the sympathovagal balance in male-to-female (MtoF) transsexual subjects, female-to-male
(FtoM) transsexuals, as well as in males and females of the same age group. MtoF trans-
sexual patients under oral or transdermal estradiol therapy showed a decrease in both
sympathetic and parasympathetic activity compared to the other groups. Thus, estrogen
treatment would not only reduce sympathetic activity compared to that described for men
but would induce HRV indices similar to those observed in middle-aged women. However,
in contrast to the latter, MtoF transsexual patients showed a decreased parasympathetic
influence, differing from both men and women with regard to sympathovagal cardiac auto-
nomic balance. On the other hand, FtoM transsexual subjects (who underwent testosterone
treatment) presented a lower parasympathetic profile than that described for women, which
could have an impact on the risk of cardiovascular events in the future [11]. Although
a large number of clinical and experimental studies indicate a protective effect of estro-
gen on cardiovascular regulation, MtoF transsexual subjects treated with estrogens show
higher risks of cardiovascular events than testosterone-treated FtoM transsexuals [130].
However, it is important to highlight that both the dosage rate of two or four times of oral
contraceptives for cross-sex hormone treatment as well as the route of administration may
have an impact on increased cardiovascular events in MtoF subjects, which highlights the
importance of examining the cardiovascular physiological implications of sex hormone
treatments in detail [131].

9. SCC and Cardiovascular Diseases

Cardiovascular diseases are the leading cause of mortality in both men and women,
with clear sex differences in risks and outcomes in cardiac events [1]. Increased sympa-
thetic and/or diminished parasympathetic tones induce autonomic sympathetic/vagal
imbalances that have been associated with increases in cardiovascular risks, outcomes, and
mortality [132–135]

Sex chromosome genes have been implicated in inherited forms of cardiovascular
diseases. Supporting clinical evidence of sex chromosome involvement in cardiovascular
diseases demonstrates that female patients with Turner syndrome (monosomy X) have
resting tachycardia and higher blood pressure levels, with hypertension manifesting at
an earlier age [136,137]. Turner syndrome is associated with the dysregulation of the
sympathetic nervous system, leading to tachycardia and high blood pressure, increased
resting norepinephrine levels, and a compromised response to sympathetic stimulation,
thus reflecting overactivity of basal sympathetic tone [137].
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Moreover, androgen insensitivity syndrome is an X-linked recessive genetic disorder
caused by inactivating mutations in the androgen receptor gene in patients with a 46,XY
karyotype. In consequence, these patients develop a female phenotype due to partial or
complete resistance to androgen effects, thus interfering with the normal XY-male organi-
zational masculinization effect during development [138]. Various hormonal replacement
therapies have been evaluated in patients with androgen insensitivity syndrome, which
is why, among other factors, the cardiovascular risks of hormonal treatments should be
investigated in the future [139].

Clinical studies have demonstrated an increase in cardiovascular mortality in patients
with Klinefelter syndrome (47,XXY) [140,141]. Patients show chronotropic incompetence,
defined as a diminished heart rate response, that seems to result from the disruption of the
sympathetic–parasympathetic balance of the autonomic nervous system due to increased
sympathetic drive. Chromosomal abnormality in Klinefelter patients also appears to
play a major role in inducing cardiovascular phenotype, as testosterone therapy does not
normalize cardiovascular abnormalities despite leading to normal testosterone levels [142].
Taking this evidence into account and data indicating a decrease in testosterone levels
during childhood in patients with Klinefelter syndrome [143], a series of preliminary
studies have evaluated the effect of androgen treatment between 1 and 3 months of age
on the potential organizational effects of testosterone on development [144,145]. Although
these retrospective clinical descriptive studies of cohorts demonstrated an improvement in
cognitive and psychosocial functions, future long-term studies including the cardiovascular
profile need to be conducted.

In conjunction with Klinefelter syndrome, Jacobs syndrome (also known as 47,XYY
male), is defined as a “sex chromosome trisomy” condition [146]. The analysis of prenatal
status of amniotic fluid from 16 to 20 weeks of gestation in both 47,XXY and 47, XYY male fe-
tus demonstrated no differences in testosterone levels when compared to 46,XY male [147].
Notably, 47,XXY male patients showed slight fertility problems [148]; however, unlike
47,XXY males, in whom a reduction in testosterone levels was observed, no differences
in testosterone levels during puberty were reported in 46,XY male patients with Jacobs
syndrome [149,150]. As regards cardiac parameters in 47,XYY males, although no differ-
ences in blood pressure were reported for these patients, differences in electrocardiogram
measurements were found, with prolonged P–R intervals and shorter QRS complexes [151].
Furthermore, in a case report study of a 4-month-old child with double trisomy 48,XXY, +21
(Klinefelter–Down syndrome), pulmonary hypertension and mild tricuspid regurgitation
were reported [152].

10. Conclusions

As people age, hypertension and cardiovascular risk increase in a gender- and age-
dependent manner. This provides further insight into the complex influence of age- and
gender-dependent regulation on cardiovascular autonomic blood pressure control and
highlights the importance of studying in more detail the physiological and pathophysiolog-
ical basis of gender differences in autonomic blood pressure regulation over the lifetime,
with special attention to SCC and hormonal sex influences (Figure 2).

Considering the fact that sex hormone therapies are commonly used in contraceptive
and fertility treatments, in patients with sex chromosome syndromes, transgender patients,
and in aging women and males, it is important to increase our understanding of the influ-
ence of sex hormones and sex chromosomes (as well as their interplay) in the physiology
and pathophysiology of autonomic blood pressure regulation.

Clarifying the physiological bases of the similarities and differences between the
sexes in terms of the mechanisms involved in blood pressure regulation may contribute to
understanding how men and women regulate blood pressure differently and thus help to
influence sex-directed therapeutic approaches in the future.
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Limitations and Perspectives

Several limitations should be taken into account when drawing conclusions on the
influence of sex hormones and SCC on autonomic blood pressure regulation. In most
clinical and experimental studies, it is not possible to dissociate the effects of SCC from
organizational hormonal effects since the Sry testes-determining gene is located on the Y
chromosome, and therefore all individuals with XY-SCC will develop testes, while those
with the XX-SCC will develop ovaries and therefore will be exposed (during critical periods
of development) to organizational hormonal effects, which, in combination with differential
expression of SCC genes, may determine sexually dimorphic phenotypes.

It should also be noted that when analyzing the activational influence of sex hormones
on cardiac autonomic blood pressure regulation, different physiological stages during the
lifetime (puberty, menstrual cycle, menopause, and hypogonadism), as well as hormonal
treatments (used for contraception, fertility, menopause, and hypogonadism; as well as
in transsexual patients) are been included. However, differences in age, race, age at the
time of gonadectomy or the onset of menopause, age at the onset of hormonal treatments
and their duration, differential hormonal treatments as well as routes of administration
(oral, transdermal, intramuscular, and subcutaneous), and different dosage types (pharma-
cological versus physiological), makes the results interpretation difficult to dissociate the
influence of sex hormones as well as their interaction with genetic factors of SCC in sexual
dimorphic autonomic blood pressure regulation.
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Abbreviations

Ang II Angiotensin II
AP Area postrema
Agtr1a AT1 type a receptor gene
Agtr2 AT2 receptor type 2 gene
AT1 Angiotensinergic type 1 receptor
AT2 Angiotensinergic type 2 receptor
E2 Estradiol
ERα Estrogen receptor alpha
ERαKO Estrogen receptor alpha knockout mice
FtoM Female-to-male transsexual
HRV Heart rate variability
LF/HF Low-to-high-frequency power ratio
Mas Angiotensinergic Mas receptor
MtoF Male-to-female transsexual
NTS Nucleus of the solitary tract
PE Phenylephrine
RAS Renin–angiotensin system
RVLM Rostro ventrolateral medulla
SCC Sex chromosome complement
WKY Wistar Kyoto
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